
Full Itinerary & Trip Details

6 Days Sirnak City & Cooking Tour

Red Madrasah, Abdaliye Madrasah, Ismail Ebul - Iz El Cezeri museum, Great Mosque of Cizre, Noah’s
Tomb, Turkish Cooking Lesson, Turkish Bath tour and Babil Kalesi Tour and Finik Ruins Tour.
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : Sirnak - Arrival Day

Welcome to Sirnak Airport. Meet with TravelShop Turkey staff and transfer from airport & check in to your
hotel. Overnight in Sirnak.

Day 2 : Sirnak City Tour

Breakfast Included

After breakfast, we pick up at 08.30 from your hotel for the a daily tour of Sirnak city. Today we will visit
many interesting and historical places of Sirnak. Red Madrasah: The building, which was constructed during
the 15th century in the period of Cizre Principality, shows a wonderful architectural feature, especially with
red bricks in the courtyard. Abdaliye Madrasah: The madrasa was mentioned in the classic “Mem and Zin”
and was built in the 15th century. It has the characteristics of Arab architecture. On the road to Cizra, we will
visit Mount ?udi, one of the most famous places in Turkey. In Cizre we will visit the Ismail Ebul - Iz El
Cezeri museum, to get a closer look and then the Noah’s Tomb.  Great Mosque of Cizre: Once a church, this
remarkable building was transformed into a mosque during Hz. Omer period.  Noah’s Tomb: Noah is
renowned in the history of mankind, having made a ship for the great flood. Today, the arch lives in Mount
Cudi in Sirnak, according to belief. For this reason, the Prophet Noah is believed to have lived in Sirnak, and
the tomb attracts intense interest. During the tour we will have lunch at the Sirnak restaurant and after lunch
we will continue our tour of the Sirnak city. Sirnak's local kitchen is very rich in variety and the color of the
dishes that we can mainly list those; Kebaps, biryan kebap, metaballs, deserts, salads and spicies specil for
the city etc. After the tour, transfer back to your hotel. Overnight in Sirnak.

Day 3 : Sirnak - Turkish Cooking Lesson & Shopping Tour

Breakfast and Lunch Included

After breakfast, we pick up at 08.30 from your hotel for the Turkish Cooking Lesson & Shopping Tour.

After a morning orientation, sightseeing tour of Sirnak and you participate in your first Turkish cooking
lesson: During our cooking tour, you will taste various flavors of Turkey from different regions. Preparing
lunch which you will enjoy! Since Shyrnak is located in the south-east of Turkey, several cultures are mixed
here. Here you can find Turkish, Syrian and Iranian cuisine. The cuisine is very rich and guests who come
here can try several types of dishes at the same time. After lunch we will visit the vineyards and it is time to
learn how to make fruit wine with Turkish wine makers. In the evening you will be tested about your
knowledge of making fruit wine. On the way we will visit one of the famous leather production centers of the
region, where you will have the opportunity to get a good factory rate. On this guided tour, you will avoid the
constant nagging and sometimes bullying that is well known in the markets of Turkey. Enabling you to enjoy
the shopping experience whilst gaining the knowledge of the ancient craftsmen. After the tour depart to your
hotel. Overnight in Sirnak.

Day 4 : Sirnak  - Turkish Bath Tour and Free day

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

6 days

TOUR ID

23774



Breakfast Included

After breakfast, you have free time for relaxation and for shopping.  During the day, you can be picked up
and transferred to Turkish Bath (Hamam) whenever you want. Experience a traditional Turkish bath at a
hamam in Sirnak — a must-do activity when visiting Turkey. After the tour depart to your hotel. Overnight
in Sirnak.

 

Day 5 : Sirnak – Babil Kalesi Tour and Finik Ruins Tour

Breakfast Included

After breakfast, we pick up at 08.30 from your hotel for the a daily tour of Babil Castle. Babil Ruins is
located in the village of Kebeli. The ruins are covered with rectangular walls. There are 30 bastions in the
city wall that forms the outer fortress in the ruin, which is divided into two as outer and inner. The inner
castle was built in a circular shape and white limestone was used in its construction. Among the villages of
Damlarca and Eskiyap? located near Cizre, Finik Ruins Place ?. HE IS. It belongs to 4000 years. The city,
located in a mountainous area, has a palace, dungeon, cistern and many cave houses carved from white
limestone. In the north of the Finik Castle, there is a woman relief embroidered on the rock in the place called
"Borzana Sitiya" and a woman and a man relief standing next to each other in the northeast of the village.
After the tour transfer to Sirnak. Overnight in Sirnak.

Day 6 : Sirnak - End of Tour

Breakfast Included

After breakfast, we check out from the hotel and transfer to Sirnak airport. We hope your tour was a
memorable one and we look forward to seeing you in the future on another tour. Have a safe trip back home
and thanks for choosing us.

Includes

Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
1 lunch
Hotel room taxes
5 breakfasts
Guided Cooking Lesson & Shopping Tour
Turkish Bath Tour
Arrival airport transfer from Sirnak Airport
5 nights’ hotel accommodation in Sirnak
Guided Sirnak City Tour
Guided Babil Kalesi & Finik Ruins Tour
Return transfer to Sirnak Airport



Excludes

Insurance: All types
Turkey entry visa
Items of a personal nature such as alcoholic drinks, cold drinks, laundry
Any others expenses which are not mentioned at the included section
City tax
Tipping: Tips for guides and drivers
International Flights and Domestic Flights

Routes

Available On Dates

18 December, 2020 - 31 March, 2022 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Hotels

SILVER TOUR PACKAGE CATEGORY HOTELS or Similars - Sehr-i Nuh Hotel GOLD TOUR
PACKAGE CATEGORY HOTELS or Similars - Divan Cizre Hotel


